
2-in-1 Parasol & Wind 
Break Parasol
Thank you for purchasing this Gardenwize 2-in-1 Parasol & Wind Break 
Parasol. This parasol is intended to be used as a free standing parasol 
(anchor required), patio table parasol (anchor required) and it can also 
be used as a ground shade parasol that can shelter upto two people. 
When used as a ground shade, it can be pegged down so that it can act 
as a windbreak.

This umbrella is perfect for when you’re relaxing in your garden, on the 
beach, at festivals or on camping/caravan sites. Before first use, please 
read through and retain for future reference.

GW343



Product Elements
1.  Gardenwize 2-in-1 Parasol & Wind Break Parasol
2.  Free standing pole
3.  Carry Bag

Usage
This 2-in-1 parasol can be used as a parasol and wind break ground shade. Below shows the set 
up instructions for both.

Parasol
To use this product solely as a parasol, simply 
attach the free standing base pole into the 
parasol pole. 

Warning: Please take extra care when doing 
so as there is a potential risk of trapping 
fingers and/or clothing when attaching the 
base pole to the parasol pole.

Then, place the assembled parasol into either 
soft ground using the ground spike on the base 
of the base pole or a suitable parasol anchor/
weighted base (not included) so you can use it 
as a freestanding parasol.

To use the parasol, simply open the parasol, 
fully extending and opening the material out 
and then firmly secure into place by attaching 
the latch into the pre-drilled hole. To close the 
parasol, remove the latch from the pre-drilled 
hole and begin to lower the parasol. 

Warning: Please ensure that you take care 
when doing so as the parasol may close 
quickly.

Ground shade (Windbreak Parasol)
For using this parasol as a ground shade, you do 
NOT need to attach the free standing base pole. 
Simply open up the parasol and then lay it on 
the floor, ensuring the peg straps of the parasol 
are on the floor.

Then unzip both side panels from the top of the 
parasol so you have two side panels on each 
side.

Using pegs (not included), secure the ground 
shade into place via the peg straps.

Health & Safety
1.  This product is not a toy. Children must be supervised at all times when using this product.
2.  Take extra care when assembling the parasol, risk of entrapment injury to fingers.
3.  When closing the parasol, do take care as the parasol may close quickly. Make sure you hold 

onto the latch when closing the parasol.
4.  Keep away from naked flames.

Technical Specification
Product Name

Supplier Code

Umbrella Fabric

Pole

Umbrella size

Height

Gardenwize 2-in-1 Parasol & Wind Break Parasol 

GW343

190T polyester

Aluminum

185cm diameter

207cm
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